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EXT. THE MOVIE THEATRE NIGHT - NIGHT

YOUNG
(He is a curious adolescent / teenager)

OLD
(He is very wise smart old man)

Young and Old man have finished their movie and are coming out of the theatre along with other people. Right after they stepped outside the theatre young man sees a huge Star Wars poster. This catches his attention and he starts staring at the poster. The old man realizes this and now even the old man is looking at the poster.

YOUNG
That was a great movie.

Young man pauses for a while. His expression is as if he did not understand something and he is still thinking about it.

YOUNG (CONT’D)
But I am confused about one thing.

The old man curiously asks.

OLD
What’s that?

YOUNG
How can anyone be seduced by the dark side?

Old man thinks for a while and then looks at the young man with a mischievous expression on his face.

OLD
What computer do you have at home?

YOUNG
(promptly)
A Macintosh!!!

The old man pauses by saying...Hmmm

OLD
And what computer does your father uses at office?

Young man thinks for a while. He's got the answer in his mind. He looks slowly towards the old man.
YOUNG
(with a voice-over of Darth vader)
Seduced by the dark side!!

Then both Old man and Young man laugh extremely by looking at each other. This is the only time when old man laughs like a teenager. And they both walk towards their homes.